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QUESTION 1

Which of the following are the areas of interest for a WLAN survey outdoor bridge scenario? 

A. The transmission path of the bridge link is occluded, marking the latitude and longitude of the station. 

B. Observe the AP and antenna installation method for the site. 

C. Every site needs to pay attention to the location of the weak house 

D. Whether to add a relay between the leaf site and the aggregation site 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the operating temperature range of the Huawei outdoor AP8130DN? 

A. -20 degrees Celsius ~ +55 degrees Celsius 

B. -40 degrees Celsius ~ +60 degrees Celsius 

C. 0 degrees Celsius ~ +60 degrees Celsius 

D. -40 degrees Celsius ~ +40 degrees Celsius 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

The following description of the BYOD networking of large enterprises is wrong? 

A. The network is divided into access layer, distribution layer and core layer. 

B. AP is connected to the access layer switch. It is recommended to use a PoE switch. 

C. AC can be implemented using the built-in AC card of the core switch. 

D. At the access layer, you can use the side-mounted CA to implement wireless centralized control. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is true about the WLAN Survey Pad tooling method? 

A. Supporting finger operations during the process of drawing obstacles, moving the scaled drawings to find the best
position to draw obstacles, does not support increasing obstacle types 
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B. The industrial survey tools and planning tools need to be used together. First, get the drawings, first use the planning
tools to make a simple plan for the project, and then take the Pad to the present. 

C. Work on the site, then export the project and import it into the planning tool for further planning. 

D. Create a new project, select the floor node, see the corresponding building thumbnail in the preview box on the right,
click on the thumbnail to enter the selected floor to supplement the survey information. 

E. Pad\\'s industrial survey tools and planning tools are suitable for pre-sales network regulations, and WLAN test tools
are used for post-production verification before delivery. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the correct statement about the function of the WLAN Survey PAD survey tool? 

A. The floor attribute is set for some basic information of this floor, which has great reference value for the installation
method of AP when planning later. 

B. The surveying personnel select the AP hotspot to enter the test session, and locate the approximate location of the
interference source by moving the field strength change, and then input the distance. Can calculate the power of the
interference source 

C. The classification of obstacles is mainly to draw the types of obstacles on the drawings. 

D. The scale function is to let the surveyors know the size of the drawing scale more accurately. 

Correct Answer: ABD 
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